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 The quality and quantity of features offered by free email providers is forever improving. Ever increasing amounts of storage space, greater levels of security, and more modern user interfaces are all being made available free of charge. But the list of possible providers is long…
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 It’s no wonder that AI is becoming more and more popular. Artificial intelligence is able to facilitate a whole host of processes and can even help you build your own website. With so many different AI tools out there, which ones are important to know about? Get familiar with the…
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 In the last few years, AI text generators have evolved significantly, and AI can now carry out a number of writing tasks. But be careful because not every AI solution that can write texts will be able to automatically write what you need in the format or style that you want. In…
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 The e-commerce site Etsy trades handmade, vintage items and more. An Etsy store can be easily created and opened in a few simple steps. First, you need a name and a logo for your store, then you can start registering on Etsy and setting up your store. We show you how to create an…
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 If you want to become an Etsy seller, you’ll be joined by other creatives who sell their handmade products, vintage items and arts and crafts supplies, for example. Thanks to the international popularity of Etsy, you’ll reach customers from all over the world. We show you how to…
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 When you’re building your first website, it may seem challenging at first. There are thousands of domain registration and hosting providers, and a seemingly endless range of website building tools. Where do you begin? And what services does a good website builder include? Read on…
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 How to use the PHP date function to format date and time
 	04/08/2024
	 Web development 

 The PHP date() function is a handy tool for displaying date and time in different formats and time zones. This is especially useful for applications used worldwide. The best part? You don’t need any extra libraries or frameworks since date() is built into PHP. In this article, we’ll walk you through how to use the date() function and its various notations.
  How to use the PHP date function to format date and time  
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 How to use PHP classes for object-oriented programming
 	04/08/2024
	 Web development 

 PHP classes act as reusable templates in your application. They provide the advantage of encapsulating data and functions, allowing you to restrict access to specific properties and methods, which enhances code integrity and prevents unexpected modifications. It’s important to understand the structure and distinctions between classes and objects.
  How to use PHP classes for object-oriented programming  
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 How to use PHP if-else for conditional logic and programming
 	04/08/2024
	 Web development 

 PHP if-else is a tool for making decisions in your code based on specific conditions. It helps you perform actions when certain criteria are met. You can also nest If-Else statements to handle more complex conditions and make structured choices. This guide will explain the syntax and practical uses of if-else in PHP.
  How to use PHP if-else for conditional logic and programming  
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 How to generate a Google Maps API key
 	04/05/2024
	 Web development 

 If you want to integrate Google Maps or Google Maps features into your website, apps, or other programs, you need a Google Maps API key. With this, Google Maps recognizes authorized access and ensures error-free data exchange between the client and API server. We’ll show you how to create an API key for Google Maps in just a few steps.
  How to generate a Google Maps API key  
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 Which database is best? MongoDB vs. Cassandra comparison
 	04/05/2024
	 Know-how 

 NoSQL solutions have replaced traditional databases in many ways. Many companies are having to rethink the way they handle ever larger volumes of data. In the “MongoDB vs. Cassandra” comparison, we have examined what distinguishes, connects and differentiates two of the most important NoSQL database systems. We’ll also reveal which solution is the best for your needs.
  Which database is best? MongoDB vs. Cassandra comparison  
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 Which system to choose? A MongoDB vs. Couchbase comparison
 	03/25/2024
	 Know-how 

 MongoDB and Couchbase have long been among the most popular NoSQL databases in the world. But how do the two solutions differ? And which one is best suited to your needs? We’ve done the work and carried out a MongoDB vs. Couchbase comparison for you. We’ll help you understand what sets these two sought-after systems apart.
  Which system to choose? A MongoDB vs. Couchbase comparison  
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 What are R operators?
 	03/25/2024
	 Web development 

 Operators are used in programming languages such as R to assign values, perform arithmetic calculations, and to check logical conditions. Here, we’ll take a closer look at what logical operators in R are. With code examples, you’ll get a clear idea of the different types of R operators, how they work, and how you can easily put them to use.
  What are R operators?  
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 What are the basic R commands?
 	03/20/2024
	 Web development 

 Using R commands gives you full control over your code, making data analyses more transparent. Another advantage of R commands is their interactivity. R commands let you execute commands in real-time in the R console and can be customized accordingly. Getting results immediately also means you can speed up the processing time. Here’s an overview of the most basic and common R-commands.
  What are the basic R commands?  
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 The basics of R functions
 	03/20/2024
	 Web development 

 R functions can help you complete repetitive coding tasks efficiently. For example, you can use basic mathematical functions or plotting functions in R to process data or visualize it. Writing your own R functions can also help optimize your program and make code more readable. We’ll show you how to get started with R functions.
  The basics of R functions  
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 How to use the Nextcloud client
 	03/18/2024
	 Tools 

 The Nextcloud desktop client and mobile client lets you access files and directories on a Nextcloud server – regardless of device and location. The installation of the Nextcloud client takes just a few minutes and provides you with additional flexibility when using Nextcloud. We’ll show you how to install the Nextcloud desktop client.
  How to use the Nextcloud client  
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  Deals at IONOS
Save on our most popular products, including cloud storage, hosting, websites, servers and more.
Find a deal 

    Popular Articles  
   Personal email domain: What is it and how to create an email address
 Create your personal email address with your own email domain to demonstrate professionalism and credibility.
  
  How do you buy a domain name? A guide
 How do you register and secure a domain name? And how do you buy a domain that’s already been taken?
  
  What are the different types of domains?
 What are the different types of domain endings? And what’s the difference between top-level domains and second-level domains?…
  
  What is prompt engineering and how does it work?
 What is prompt engineering and how can it be used to improve the results of ChatGPT and other chatbots? Find out everything…
  
  Different Website Types compared
 Choosing the right type of website is critical to the success of any online endeavor. Corporate website, blog, microsite –…
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 Special DealsSave on great business-boosting products
  Build or host a website, launch a server, or store your data and more with our most popular products for less.
 Find a deal 
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